
As computers are very quick in translating various languages, some people say it 
is useless now to learn any new foreign language.to what extent do you agree 
or disagree?

Using various types of translators has been an inevitable part of our 
technologically modern lifestyle. Whereas some tend to frown upon learning a 
new language as a result of this ever-growing trend, I strongly concede that 
having a such an ability would be highly beneficial for various reasons.

That electronic translators could take advantage of their elaborately designed 
processors in order to translate each world word in less than a second is 
indisputable. However, they might not be accessible in some places, for example . 
For example, in extreme weather conditions such as torrential rains or remote 
places with no access to electricity or the internet. Despite their magnificent 
functions, specifically in a few days' holiday -holiday they might become 
extremely useful. What needs to be taken in tointo account is that they should be 
packed and carried with their essential accessories which could be inconvenient. 
Namely, an adaptor for an online laptop based dictionary like Google translator or 
even a set of rechargeable batteries for a digital talking translator gadget.

I personally believe that the process of learning a language could usefully 
contribute to gaining a precious amount of information about the countries 
where that language is spoken in that . In that not only can learners can get 
familiar with those countries’ cultures and traditions, it would be a brilliant 
opportunity to start a communicatingon with the local people which leads to 
friendship and raising trust among nations. What is more,  is that for developing 
an international business, the more dominant a person be in speaking their target 
country’s language, the higher chance succeeding in making deals. Getting 
familiar with daily used slangs especially among youngsters which are not found 
in written dictionaries is another great advantage/merit of learning a foreign 
language. It is widely recommended to learn basic sentences when you decide to 
spend a few weeks in your destination and then apply yourself to develop it.



In brief, although implementing both online and offline translator devices could 
be useful beneficiary in case of a vacation or small chat, learning a foreign 
language is definitely a fun and challenging experience and can be considered a 
great exercise for our brain’s cells.


